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Finance Monthly Game Changers Awards 2017
Finance Monthly is delighted to announce that its first eagerly anticipated 2017 Game Changers Awards Edition is now published.
The 2017 Game Changers Awards celebrate the success, innovation and strategic vision of some of the world’s most recognised professionals across
a wide variety of sectors and industries.
Over a period of several months Finance Monthly’s research department has undertaken extensive research to identify some of the most resourceful
and forward-thinking leaders in business today. The final result is a publication detailing individuals who think outside the box, deliver results and have
achieved considerable success in their respective sectors.
Editor-in-chief, Mark Palmer commented: “An individual with passion, vision and a strategic plan can achieve great things. An individual who dares to
be bold and challenges convention becomes a Game Changer. We’re delighted that the individuals listed within the Finance Monthly Game Changers
Awards 2017 lead by example and demonstrate the qualities detailed above - making them worthy of the Game Changer title.”
Finance Monthly would like to thank all contributors and participants in the 2017 Game Changers Awards.
Congratulations to our winners and finalists!
To view the awards publication please visit: http://gamechangersawards.finance-monthly.com/
Ends

Notes to Editors
Finance Monthly is a global publication providing news, analysis and features on all the latest headlines within the financial sector. Finance Monthly examines the key issues affecting
the corporate, financial and legal community globally. It covers the major regions such as the US, Europe and Asia and all major financial sectors.
Finance Monthly offers a mix of news-led editorial features, with our editorial team exclusively interviewing some of the biggest players within the financial, corporate and legal fields.
The magazine is distributed every month to an international readership of over 195,000.
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